Attention to brand labels affects, and is affected by, evaluations of product attractiveness
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When considering whether to purchase consumer products, people consider both the items’ attractiveness and their brand labels. Brands may affect the decision process through various mechanisms. For example, brand labels may provide direct support for their paired products, or they may indirectly affect choice outcomes by changing the way that people evaluate and compare their options. To examine these possibilities, we combined computational modeling with an eye-tracking experiment in which subjects made clothing choices with brand labels either present or absent. Subjects’ choices were consistent with both the attractiveness of the clothing items and, to a smaller extent, the appeal of the brands. In line with the direct support mechanism, subjects who spent more time looking at the brands were more likely to choose the options with the preferred brands. When a clothing item was more attractive, subjects were more likely to look longer at the associated brand label, but not vice versa. In line with indirect mechanisms, in the presence of brand labels subjects exerted more caution and showed marginally less attentional bias in their choices. This research sheds light on the interplay between gaze and choice in decisions involving brand information, indicating that brands have both direct and indirect influences on choice.
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**Introduction**

Brand labels are ubiquitous in daily life (e.g., Consumer packaged goods: Lewis et al., 2016; Fashion: Stokburger-Sauer and Teichmann, 2013; Services: Brodie et al., 2009; Durables: Brucks et al., 2000), are a crucial dimension of consumer choice (Fournier, 1998; Keller, 2003; Anand and Shachar, 2004; Ataman et al., 2016; Avery and Keinan, 2016) and attract heavy investment from corporations (Mottram, 1998; Rao et al., 2004; Murray, 2013). Brands provide a signal of quality that might otherwise be difficult to discern (Wernerfelt, 1988; Kirmani and Rao, 2000). They also carry value in and of themselves, as they signal the wealth of the owner to others (Bushman, 1993), induce pride (Bellezza and Keinan, 2014), and can represent the values and beliefs of a culture (Aaker et al., 2001). Branding clearly plays an important role in the marketplace. But how does branding affect the decision process?
There are multiple mechanisms through which brands might affect decisions. First, brands might be treated like an attribute of a product. In this case, brand labels would be evaluated separately from other attributes and provide direct support for their paired product. Alternatively, brand labels might operate indirectly, by redirecting attention to other attributes or otherwise changing how people evaluate and compare their options.

In support of the separate, direct effect of brand labels, Keller's brand equity model argues that consumers have brand associations in memory that become activated when they see those brands (Keller, 1993; Schwarz, 2004; Keller and Lehmann, 2006). In this model, familiar brands provide information that is fast and automatic because it is easily accessible in memory. In contrast, product evaluations are often slower and more effortful because they require goal-directed value construction on the spot (Castegnetti et al., 2021). Familiar brands also elicit activity in brain networks associated with affect and reward (Esch et al., 2012), supporting the idea that they provide direct evidence for their paired products.

Evidence that brands also have indirect effects on how products are evaluated comes from studies in which branding enables consumers to easily identify a product’s features and benefits, which in turn increases the likelihood of purchasing (Keller and Lehmann, 2006). Schmitt (2012) suggests that there are multiple brand-related processes, including how brands affect the evaluation of products. For example, circular vs. angular logos affect product perception by activating softness vs. hardness associations, such as comfort vs. durability (Jiang et al., 2016). Other brand features such as the degree of logo symmetry (Lufarelli et al., 2019) and orientation (Zhong et al., 2018) are all related to brand–product associations. There is also a “halo effect,” where a better brand leads consumers to evaluate the associated product more favorably (Beckwith and Lehmann, 1975). Thus, brand labels may indirectly affect the way that consumers evaluate and compare the products themselves.

Eye tracking is a useful tool for gaining a better understanding of how brand information might influence the choice process. Indeed, past work has argued that eye movements help us to understand choices involving branding (Payne, 1976; Payne et al., 1988; Lohse, 1997; Pieters and Wedel, 2004, 2007; Plassmann et al., 2012). For example, Pieters and Wedel (2007) studied print ads and found that one of the most effective ways to ensure that consumers will transfer their attention to other details of an advertisement is to first ensure that they pay attention to the brand, suggesting that gaze to the brand may influence how we evaluate the option itself.

Here we leverage eye-tracking to explore the interdependence of brand labels and clothing items in the choice process. Previous research has suggested that sampling a higher-valued dimension (i.e., more favorable brand) may increase the chance of searching for other dimensions (i.e., clothing appearance) within an option (e.g., Fiedler and Glöckner, 2012). If brands function as cues to direct attention to their associated products, we will observe a positive effect of brand attractiveness on gaze toward the paired item. Similarly, we may also observe the effect from the other direction: an attractive clothing item may increase attention to the brand label.

Therefore, we test the following:

H1: consumers will gaze more at a brand label if it is associated with a higher valued product and will also gaze more at a product if it is associated with a favored brand.

In addition, brand labels may be incorporated into the decision process in other ways. For instance, the presence of brand labels might allow consumers to make their decisions more quickly. Alternatively, brands might facilitate comparison of the products by giving consumers labels to which they can mentally refer. These are just some of the ways in which brands could conceivably alter the choice process.

To investigate these possibilities, we employ process models from cognitive psychology that use measures like response times (RT) and eye movements to understand the choice process. Specifically, we use the diffusion decision model (DDM; Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff and Smith, 2004; Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008). The DDM is used to decompose the decision process into different processing components such as prior biases, evaluations of the options, response caution, and non-decision processes. It has traditionally been used in perception and memory, but more recently it (and other related models) has been used for preferential choice (e.g., Krajbich and Rangel, 2011; Dai and Busemeyer, 2014; Fisher, 2017; Smith and Krajbich, 2018; Amasino et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020).

Of particular relevance, Philiaastides and Ratcliff (2013) used the DDM to study brand influence on consumer choice. They found that brand information changed the evaluation of the options, with more preferred brands leading to more positive evaluations of the options. Results of this work indicate that brand information and clothing attractiveness are integrated into a single source of evidence in the choice process. However, this study did not employ eye tracking and so could not address the questions about how brand labels may alter the choice process.

Recent research has combined computational models (i.e., DDM) and eye-tracking tools to study how gaze interacts with value-based decision making (e.g., Fisher, 2017; Gluth et al., 2018; Amasino et al., 2019; Krajbich, 2019; Yang and Krajbich, 2022). These studies have extended the DDM to include gaze as an input to the evaluation process [attentional DDM (aDDM); Krajbich et al., 2010; multi-attribute aDDM (maDDM/maaDDM); Fisher, 2021; Yang and Krajbich, 2022]. They have documented the important role of gaze in the choice process: gaze amplifies the value of the focal information. In other words, gaze temporarily increases the weight of the focal attribute/option until shifting elsewhere. These weights are similar to how more important attributes have permanently larger weights in standard utility models [e.g., weighted-additive decision rule (Keeney et al., 1993)]. This modeling framework may help us understand how the presence of brand labels (as an attribute) affects choice. For instance, brand labels may alter the way that people inspect the items (Ramani et al., 2020), or they may add support for their associated items. The mere presence of brand labels may also change the way that people approach the choice problems, perhaps altering their response caution, attentional biases, or non-decision processes. Using these gaze-based decision models, we additionally test the following hypotheses:

H2: Evaluations (i.e., drift rates) will depend on both item attractiveness and brand quality.
H3: More gaze on the brand labels will correspond to a greater probability of choosing the preferred-brand option.

Finally, in a set of more explorative analyses we test the extent to which the presence of brand labels will change the size of the option-level attention bias, response caution, or non-decision time.

In summary, we use eye-tracking and computational modeling to understand how brand labels affect the consumer choices. To preview the results, we find partial support for H1: consumers gaze longer at brand labels that are paired with attractive clothing items, but they do not gaze longer at items paired with better brands. We also find support for H2 and H3: drift rates depend on both item attractiveness and brand quality, and spending more time looking at brands correlates with the probability of choosing the preferred brand. However, the weight that people put on the brands (approximately half of the weight on item attractiveness) is higher than we would expect based on the gaze patterns alone. Additionally, the choice advantage for the longer fixated clothing items is marginally reduced in the presence of brand labels. Finally, when brands are present, people tend to exert more caution in their choices. These results indicate that the effect of brand not only manifests in the choice outcomes, but also in attentional processes and other underlying decision mechanisms.

Method
Participants

Thirty-one subjects were recruited at a large public university the University of Glasgow. All subjects were female and between 18 and 24 years of age. To prevent potential gender interactions by intermixing female and male clothing items and to avoid using separate stimuli for male and female participants (with likely different visual properties/features that could have impacted choice behavior), we recruited only female participants and tailored the stimuli to fit this cohort. The study was approved by the local ethics board. Data were collected between April and May 2014.

Stimuli

A set of 180 images of clothing items from high-street vendors (i.e., popular retail clothing stores) was obtained from the internet. Images were placed on a uniform gray background and any visible branding information (e.g., tags and labels) removed. To account for individual preferences and seasonality we included a range of items which were not specific to a particular season. In addition, 24 images of UK high-street fashion-wear logos were obtained from the Web. We purposely avoided using expensive luxury brands to minimize implicit associations with pricing during the choice task. Prior to the experiment we presented participants with a collage of all brand logos used in the experiment to ensure they were familiar with our brand selections (also see below).

Experiment paradigm

Participants initially provided preference ratings for each of the 180 items of clothing, using scales that ranged from −3 (really dislike) to 3 (really like) in increments of 1. Each item was presented in the center of the screen without branding information along with a rating slider. Participants used the arrow keys on a keyboard to move the slider and submit a preference rating. Subsequently, participants were instructed to rank-order a set of 24 brand logos based on subjective preference (1 = most preferred, 24 = least preferred). Indifference was not allowed when subjects ranked the brand logos. Based on this rank ordering, the logos were split into a more-preferred-brand group (ranks 1–10) and a less-preferred-brand group (ranks 15–24). If participants were unfamiliar with a small number of brands (<5) we instructed them to rank them in the middle of the scale. The four logos in the middle of the scale (ranks 11–14) were removed to create a distance between the more preferred and less preferred brands and to remove any unfamiliar brands. No time limits were imposed in the rating task.

During the main task (Figure 1), we asked participants to make binary choices between two options. In the brand-present trials (Figure 1A), a clothing item with a more preferred brand was pitted against an item with a less preferred brand. The pairings of item and brand were determined by the participant’s preferences in the rating task. For the brand-absent trials (Figure 1B), we used phase-scrambled versions of the original logos. Importantly, we used an independent set of clothing items in each of the brand-present and brand-absent trials to prevent participants from memorizing brand/item associations in brand-present trials and using them in brand-absent trials. Given the rating scale for the items (from −3 to 3), the difference in ratings between the two clothing items could range from −6 to 6 (for a total of 13 rating-difference conditions). Rather than using all of these possible conditions, we only used rating differences from −3 to 3, to ensure that we had enough trials per condition to obtain reliable behavioral performance as estimated from Philastides and Ratcliff (2013). Specifically, we generated 350 unique pairings (50 trials per rating difference) for each of the labels-present and labels-absent trial types; that is 700 trials in total. In the brand-present condition, once we generated all possible pairs of clothing items and brands, we divided them into the seven rating difference levels (i.e., −3 to +3), and then randomly selected 50 trials per level. The two blocks of trials were counterbalanced across participants. The position of the preferred-brand and less-preferred-brand items on the screen (left or right) was also randomized.

Each trial started after an intertrial 1 s enforced central fixation. Participants indicated their choice by clicking either the right or the left button of a mouse, corresponding to the position of the chosen item on the screen. They had 5 s to make each choice. Items were removed from the screen as soon as a choice was made, and their offset was followed by an interstimulus interval, which lasted for 1.2 s. Eye-movement data was recorded with an EyeLink1000 eye-tracker sampled at 1,000 Hz. The main task took ~30 min to complete and the overall study was completed in under an hour.

We excluded three subjects for not choosing in line with their brand rankings. We made this determination based on a logistic regression of choice (left vs. right) on the difference in clothing ratings and brand rankings between options (left—right) for each
subject. Subjects who had a positive coefficient on the brand rankings (i.e., subjects who seemed to be choosing the worse brand) were excluded.

Model fit

Before fitting the gaze-based diffusion models to the current data, we first fit the standard diffusion model used in Philiastides and Ratcliff (2013) as a baseline model to assess possible parameter differences between the two datasets (see Supplementary Analyses and Supplementary Table 1). The gaze-based models we employed were the aDDM and maaDDM mentioned above. Both aDDM and maaDDM are extensions of the DDM, which model the link between gaze and choice. The DDM is used to decompose the decision process into different processing components: drift rate represents the strength of evidence for one option over the other. In our context, it refers to how much one likes the preferred-brand option vs. the less-preferred-brand option. Boundary separation represents response caution, i.e., how much net evidence one must accumulate before making a decision. Non-decision time represents other perceptual and motor processes that don’t involve evidence accumulation but contribute to RT (e.g., stimulus encoding). The starting point represents any bias that was present prior to the beginning of the decision process. Specifically, in the standard DDM there are two choice options: the option with the more-preferred (Option 1) and less-preferred (Option 2) brand label. Each option has an underlying subjective value \( r_i \). These values determine the rate at which evidence is accumulated for each option; the higher the value, the more evidence is accumulated. At each moment in time, the subject samples a piece of evidence \( s_i \) for each option and takes the difference between them. These samples are distributed \( s_i \sim N(\mu, \sigma^2) \). This net evidence is then added to the cumulative total up to that point in time. This cumulative net evidence, which we refer to as the relative decision value \( V_i \), evolves over time until it reaches a predetermined threshold value of \( a \) or 0, indicating a choice for the more-preferred-brand (Option 1) or less-preferred-brand option (Option 2), respectively. We can write down a difference equation for this process as follows:

\[
V_i = V_{i-1} + d (r_1 - r_2) + \varepsilon_i
\]

where \( d \) is a free parameter controlling the rate of evidence accumulation (i.e., drift rate \( v \)) and \( \varepsilon \) is a normally distributed random variable with mean 0 and variance \( \sigma^2 \), where \( \sigma \) is a fixed constant in this paper (\( \sigma = 1 \)).

With the aDDM, we additionally assume that the drift rate depends on where the subject is looking. In particular, we assume that the rate of evidence accumulation for the non-fixated option is discounted by a factor \( \theta \) (this is mathematically equivalent to increasing the weight on the fixated option). So, when the subject is looking at Option 1 we have:

\[
v = d (r_1 - \theta r_2)
\]

and when the subject is looking at Option 2 we have:

\[
v = d (\theta r_1 - r_2)
\]

Now, to extend the aDDM to multi-attribute choice we allow \( r_i \) to be a vector, with each element \( r_{ij} \) representing the subjective value of option \( i \) on attribute \( j \). In this context, we let \( r^A \) be the rating of the clothing item, and \( r^B \) be the rating of the brand label. As before, we assume that the rate of evidence accumulation for the non-fixated option is discounted by a factor \( \theta \). We now also assume that the rate of evidence accumulation for the non-fixated attribute is discounted by a factor \( \phi \). So, for instance, if the subject is looking at Option 1’s clothing item we have:

\[
v = d \left( (r^A_1 - \theta r^A_2) + \phi (r^B_1 - \theta r^B_2) \right)
\]

Note that in this case there are four possible drift rates, depending on the fixated option and attribute.
To account for possible attribute weights that are not linked to gaze, an additional parameter $\omega$ is added to the model. Here, we assume that $\omega$ is the weight on the brand label, and $1 - \omega$ is the weight on the clothing item. This weight is not affected by the gaze location. In other words, when looking at Option 1’s clothing item the drift rate is:

$$v = d \left( 1 - \omega \right) (r_1 - \theta r_2) + \omega \left( \phi r_1 - \theta r_2 \right)$$

(4)

and when looking at Option 1’s brand label the drift rate is:

$$v = d \left( 1 - \omega \right) (\phi r_1 - \theta r_2) + \omega \left( r_1 - \theta r_2 \right)$$

(5)

In this version of the model, the non-fixated option of the non-fixated attribute gets a discount factor $\omega$ (Yang and Krajbich, 2022). For robustness, we estimate a version of the model where this discount parameter is a free parameter $\gamma$. To estimate the model, we approximate the dynamic multi-stage drift rate with a single constant drift rate by using gaze-weighted attribute values (see Supplementary Methods). This approximation facilitates model fitting, has little impact on parameter recovery (Smith et al., 2019; Yang and Krajbich, 2022), and has been used in several other studies (Cavanagh et al., 2014; Smith and Krajbich, 2019; Westbrook et al., 2020; Thomas et al., 2021).

The RT on trial $i$ follows the Wiener first passage time distribution

$$RT_i \sim \text{wiener}(a, ndt, z, v)$$

where $a$ is the boundary separation, $ndt$ is the non-decision time, $z$ is the starting-point bias, and $v$ is the drift rate. We fix $z$ at $0.5a$ in all the models, assuming no starting-point bias toward the more-preferred-brand or less-preferred-brand option. We employed this simplifying assumption after finding no starting-point bias with the standard DDM (from Philiaistides and Ratcliff, 2013; see Supplementary Table 1). The other parameters were freely estimated.

Because hypotheses 2–3 and the exploratory analyses presented earlier are related to the above-mentioned model, here we rewrite those hypotheses based on the model parameters:

H2: Evaluations will depend on both item attractiveness and brand quality. That is, the drift rate is a function of both item attractiveness ($r^a$) and brand quality ($r^b$). Therefore, the attribute weight $\omega$ on the branding label is larger than zero.

H3: More gaze on the brand labels will correspond to more choice of the preferred-brand option. That is, when subjects are dwelling on the brand labels, they will accumulate more evidence on the brand dimension than the item attractiveness dimension. Therefore, the attribute attentional discount factor $\phi$ is smaller than one.

Exploratory analyses: Option-level attentional discount factor ($\theta$), response caution ($a$), or non-decision time ($ndt$) are different when brands are present vs. absent.

Results

Basic choice behavior

Before testing our hypotheses, we conducted two standard checks of the DDM: subjects’ choices aligned with the item ratings and brand rankings (Figure 2A; Supplementary Analysis 3), and subjects’ RT decreased with strength of preference (Figure 3A; Supplementary Analysis 3).

In addition, we found that being paired with the preferred brand increased choice probability by an average of 12.8% [paired $t$-test, $t_{(27)} = 7.32$, $p = 10^{-8}$, Cohen’s $d$: 1.38, Figure 2B]. When comparing trials where the preferred item was paired with the preferred brand (congruent trials) to the trials where the preferred item was paired with the least preferred brand (incongruent trials), we found that incongruent trials were significantly slower [paired $t$-test, $t_{(27)} = 4.03$, $p = 10^{-4}$, Cohen’s $d = 0.76$], with an average difference of 95 ms (Figure 3B).

Basic gaze properties

We first considered how total dwell time was allocated between the clothing items and the brand labels in the brand-present condition. In the brand-absent condition, subjects had a mean of 2.82 dwells (SD = 1.07) while in the brand-present condition they had a mean of 3.13 dwells (SD = 1.41).

In terms of total dwell time, subjects spent 6% (SD = 41%) on the brands, and in terms of the number of dwells, subjects also spent 6% (SD = 41%) on the brands. After excluding trials where neither brand was looked at, subjects spent 24% (SD = 16%) of the time looking at the brands, and in terms of the number of dwells, subjects spent 33% (SD = 12%) on the brands. Both numbers were nearly identical depending on whether the trial was congruent or incongruent (Figure 4B). In summary, we found little difference in dwell time on clothing as a function of whether brands were present or absent.

To test our first hypothesis (H1), we investigated whether the attractiveness of the brands affected gaze allocation to the clothing items, or conversely, whether the attractiveness of the clothing items affected gaze allocation to the brands. If brands function as cues to direct attention to their products, we should observe a positive effect of brand attractiveness on gaze toward the paired item. We observed no such effect in our data, based on a mixed-effects regression of log(dwell proportion) for a clothing item as a function of the associated brand ranking ($\beta = 0.00095$, $p = 0.75$; Figure 4B). We did find the opposite effect. Using an analogous mixed-effects regression, we found a positive effect of clothing rating on log(dwell proportion) for the paired brand ($\beta = 0.007$, $p = 0.0002$; Figure 4A). In summary, we found that how subjects attended to the brands depended on the value of the clothing items, but not vice versa.

Model fitting results

As noted in the method section, we first fit the standard DDM used in Philiaistides and Ratcliff (2013) to examine
FIGURE 2
Choices depend on both clothing attractiveness and brand labels. (A) The probability of choosing the option with the more preferred brand as a function of the item rating difference. The item rating difference is computed as the more preferred brand item’s rating minus the less preferred brand item’s rating. Bars are s.e.m. (B) The average probability of choosing the option with the preferred brand, at the subject level. Subjects are ordered by the size of the difference in the better brand choice proportion between the brand-present and brand-absent conditions.

FIGURE 3
Reaction times (RT) depend on both clothing attractiveness and brand labels. (A) RT as a function of the item rating difference. The item rating difference is computed as the more preferred brand item’s rating minus the less preferred brand item’s rating. Positive differences correspond to congruent trials while negative differences correspond to incongruent trials. Bars are s.e.m. (B) The average RT (congruent trials vs. incongruent trials), at the subject level. Subjects are ordered on the x-axis by the relative size of the difference in mean RT between the congruent and incongruent conditions.

potential differences between their dataset and ours (see Supplementary Analyses). In short, we did not find a starting point bias toward the more- or less-preferred-brand option [Brand absent: $t_{(27)} = -0.81, p = 0.42, \text{Cohen’s } d = 0.15$; Brand present: $t_{(27)} = -1.01, p = 0.32, \text{Cohen’s } d = 0.19$]. We also found no difference in non-decision time between the brand-present and brand-absent conditions [$t_{(27)} = -1.69, p = 0.10, \text{Cohen’s } d = 0.32$]. However, we found that boundary separation was significantly, though only slightly higher in the brand-present condition than in the brand-absent condition [$t_{(27)} = 3.30, p = 0.003, \text{Cohen’s } d = 0.62$].

For the gaze-based models, we fit the aDDM to the brand-absent condition, and the maaDDM to the brand-present condition (see Table 1 for the group-level parameter estimates). We then compared the model parameters between the brand-absent and brand-present conditions to test our remaining hypotheses.

To test our second hypothesis (H2) we examined the parameter $\omega$ in the maaDDM. This parameter captures the weight on the brands in the drift rates. We expected $\omega > 0$. Indeed, we found $\omega = 0.31$, indicating a substantial weight on the brand rankings in these decisions. However, item attractiveness and brand quality do not equally contribute to the drift rate: the average weight on the brands ($\omega = 0.31$) was just less than half of that on the clothing ratings.

To test our third hypothesis (H3) we examined the parameter $\phi$ in the maaDDM. This parameter captures the gaze discount factor on the non-fixated attribute. We expected $\phi < 1$. Indeed, we found
Figure 6C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brand-absent</th>
<th>Brand-present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>2.12 (0.40)</td>
<td>2.25 (0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ndt ) (ms)</td>
<td>507 (93)</td>
<td>501 (101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>0.00040 (0.00012)</td>
<td>0.00045 (0.00013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>0.38 (0.28)</td>
<td>0.43 (0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.58 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.23 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.31 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first column represents the parameters of the models. \( \alpha \) is boundary separation; \( ndt \) is non-decision time (in milliseconds); \( d \) is the scaling parameter; \( \theta \) is the option-wise discount parameter; \( \phi \) is the attribute-wise discount parameter; \( \gamma \) is the option+attribute-wise discount parameter; \( \omega \) is the attribute weight on the brands. The second and third columns represent parameter estimates from the aDDM and maaDDM, respectively. See Figure 7 for the parameter comparisons between brand-absent and brand-present conditions.

\( \phi = 0.58 \), indicating substantial attribute level gaze discounting. The weight on the non-fixed attribute was just more than half of that on the fixated attribute.

We further investigated the attribute-level prediction of the maaDDM, which is that consumers will be more likely to choose the option with the better brand, the more time they spend looking at the brands. Here we ran a mixed-effects logistic regression of choose Option 1 as a function of absolute brand label value difference, clothing item value difference (relative to brand label’s value, i.e., positive when it is in line with the brand label), and gaze proportion on brand labels. The coefficient on gaze proportion was positive (\( \beta = 0.079, p = 0.0096 \); Figure 5A). The attribute level prediction suggests that a 100% increase in gaze proportion on the brand is associated with an \( \sim 8.2\% \) increase in the odds of choosing the preferred-brand option.

The maaDDM accurately captured the size of this effect across subjects (Supplementary Figure 2). Moreover, we find that subjects who spent more time overall on the brands were more likely to choose the item with the better brand (more-preferred brand choice proportion as a function of gaze proportion on brands (using all trials); \( t_{(28)} = 0.43, p = 0.03 \); Figure 5B).

In a more exploratory set of analyses we examined the other parameters in the aDDM and maaDDM. Specifically, we examined the boundary separation \( \alpha \), non-decision time \( ndt \), drift-rate multiplier \( d \), and the option-level gaze discounting factor \( \theta \) (Figure 6).

The most noticeable difference was in the boundary separation parameter \( \alpha \), which was significantly lower without the brands \( t_{(27)} = -4.81, p = 10^{-5}, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.92 \); Figure 6A]. This result is also consistent with the boundary separation estimated with the standard DDM (Supplementary Table 1). The option-level attentional discount \( \theta \) was marginally lower without the brands \( t_{(27)} = -1.12, p = 0.055, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.31 \); Figure 6C]. There was no significant difference in the non-decision time between conditions \( t_{(27)} = 0.68, p = 0.49, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.13 \); Figure 6D].

We found that the drift-rate multiplier \( d \) was also significantly smaller without the brands \( t_{(27)} = -3.72, p = 10^{-4}, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.71 \); Figure 6B]. However, this result is difficult to interpret because drift rate is a product of \( d \) and the gaze-weighted ratings, which themselves differ across conditions. To provide a better sense of whether the drift-rate magnitudes differed between conditions, we turned to the standard DDM (Supplementary Table 1). In that model, a separate drift rate is estimated for each difference in the clothing item ratings. Consistent with Philastides and Ratcliff (2013), we found that drift rates actually differed more across the rating-difference levels for the brand-absent trials compared to the brand-present trials. Thus, the difference in \( d \) does not actually indicate the expected difference in drift rates, because the drift rates are functions of different variables across conditions.

We next examined if any of the differences in parameter values were related to behavioral measures. The first key question is whether subjects who spent more time looking at the brand labels in the brand-present condition needed more time to decide (i.e., higher boundary separation). Because \( \alpha \) was highly correlated between conditions (as were other parameters, Figures 7A–D), we examined the change in \( \alpha \) (brand present − brand absent) as a
function of mean brand gaze proportion, across subjects. We found that change in $a$ and mean brand gaze proportion were strongly correlated [Pearson/Spearman, $r_{(28)} = 0.77/0.65$, $p = 10^{-6}/10^{-4}$, Figure 8A; Supplementary Table 2]. However, one potential issue with this analysis is that there were many trials where subjects did not look at either brand at all ($M = 23\%$ trials per subject, $SD = 27\%$). As a robustness check, we excluded all such trials, and then recomputed each subject’s mean brand gaze proportion across the remaining trials. This measure of brand attention still correlated strongly with differences in $a$ [Pearson/Spearman, $r_{(28)} = 0.76/0.68$, 

FIGURE 5
Relationship between attribute-level gaze and choice. (A) Choice as a function of relative gaze to the brand vs. the clothing items. Dashed lines are maddDM fits. Bars are s.e.m. (B) Across-subject correlation between attention to brands and choices in line with brand rankings using all trials. Each dot is one subject. The gray band represents the 95% confidence interval.

FIGURE 6
Best fitting model parameters by condition. (A) Boundary separation, (B) drift rate multiplier, (C) option-wise discounting parameter, and (D) non-decision time. See mean parameter values in Table 1.
$p = 10^{-6}/10^{-3}$; Figure 8B; Supplementary Table 2]. These results indicate that subjects who placed more emphasis on the brands in their brand-present choices, required more evidence in those trials (i.e., they were exercising more caution).

Interestingly, we also found that dwell time on the brands was positively correlated with the difference in $\theta$ going from the brand-absent to brand-present condition [using all trials: Pearson/Spearman, $r_{(28)} = 0.32/0.32$, $p = 0.04/0.09$; using partial trials: Pearson/Spearman, $r_{(28)} = 0.38/0.33$, $p = 0.05/0.09$; Supplementary Table 2]. In other words, subjects who allocated more gaze to the brands were also less affected by option-level gaze allocation in their choice outcomes.

The second key question is whether subjects who allowed themselves more time (i.e., wider boundaries) when brands were present, were more likely to have a branding bias in choice. We answered this question by computing each subject’s probability of choosing the clothing item paired with the preferred brand. We found that this probability was marginally correlated with the increase in boundary separation from the brand-absent to the brand-present condition [Pearson/Spearman: $r_{(28)} = 0.31/0.17$, $p = 0.08/0.25$; Supplementary Table 2], providing some evidence that those individuals with wider boundaries chose more in line with the brands.

We also observed a significant correlation between choosing the item with the preferred brand and the increase in $\theta$ from the brand-absent to the brand-present condition [Pearson/Spearman $r_{(28)} = 0.42/0.41$, $p = 0.028/0.034$; Supplementary Table 2]. Consistent with the gaze result above, subjects whose choices were more influenced by the brands were also less affected by option-level gaze allocation.

Together, these results suggest that when brand information is present, subjects who paid more attention to the brands and thereby
made choices more in line with the brands, were less affected by option-level gaze allocation in their choice and may have increased their boundaries more.

Correlation between parameter differences

Based on these results, we asked whether the discounting effects are related to boundary adjustments. In other words, we examined whether subjects with larger boundary adjustments were also the ones with larger changes in option-level attentional discounting. We found a significant correlation between $a$ differences (present - absent) and $\theta$ differences (present - absent) [Pearson/Spearman $r_{28} = 0.37/0.50$, $p = 0.06/0.008$; Supplementary Table 2], implying that a larger increase in the boundaries corresponds to being less affected by option-level gaze allocation.

Relation between gaze and choice

Last, we turn to the key predictions of the attentional DDM. The basic aDDM makes two key predictions about the relationship between gaze and choice. The first prediction is that people will tend to choose the option that they look at last, except when the last-seen option is substantially worse than the alternative. Turning to the data, we see that this prediction was confirmed in both brand-absent and brand-present conditions. Controlling for clothing rating difference, subjects were more likely to choose the last-seen option 71.9/72.0% of the time when brands were absent/present, consistent with prior work (Krajbich, 2019).

A second prediction of the aDDM is that people will tend to choose the option that they look at most over the course of the decision. To test this, we ran a mixed effects logistic regression of choosing Option 1 as a function of clothing item value difference and dwell time difference between Options 1 and 2. Note that when brands were present, we considered dwell time differences for clothing and brands separately. Again, the data confirmed this prediction, showing a significant relationship between relative dwell time and choice probability in both conditions [absent: $\beta = 1.35, p < 10^{-16}$; present: $\beta(\text{clothing}) = 1.22, p < 10^{-16}; \beta(\text{brand}) = 0.29, p = 10^{-16};$ Figures 9C, D].

Note that the maaDDM did fit slightly worse when only considering dwells on the brand labels (Figure 9D). This is likely because gaze was mostly allocated to the clothing items, leading to high variability in the tails of the brand dwell-time distributions. Considering all dwells, the aDDM and maaDDM both accurately captured the strength of the relationship between dwell time and choice across subjects (Supplementary Figure 1).

Discussion

In this study we compared consumer clothing choice in the presence or absence of brand labels. We found evidence that brands provide both direct and indirect support for their paired items. We found that overt attention (gaze) to brand labels correlates with the weight that consumers put on brands in their choices, suggesting that brand labels are evaluated separately from the clothing items and provide direct support for choices. We also found that gaze to brand labels partly depends on the value of their associated clothing items, but not vice versa, indicating that brand labels may also affect choices indirectly via attention reallocation. While brands are looked at less than items, they do still have a substantial impact on choice. This work aligns with previous research demonstrating the importance of attention in multi-attribute choices (e.g., Payne,
Our result linked to the first hypothesis indicates that a preferred brand doesn’t necessarily lead consumers to pay more attention to the associated clothing item. This finding deviates from the typical halo effect, where a more-preferred brand tends to enhance the evaluation of a less-preferred product. However, here we are measuring gaze and not preference. It is possible that good brands increased the value of their paired items, but without redirecting gaze.

To model the decision process in this study, we employed sequential sampling models, in particular the attentional drift diffusion model (aDDM; Krajbich et al., 2010) and its multi-attribute generalizations (maDDM; Fisher, 2021; maaDDM; Yang and Krajbich, 2022). Unlike in earlier work with this paradigm (Philastides and Ratcliff, 2013), in which no differences in boundaries were found, here we found that subjects exerted slightly more caution (i.e., had wider boundaries) when brand labels were present. Given the blocked design, subjects had plenty of opportunity to adjust their boundaries. Note that subjects could only view the options for a maximum of 1,750 ms in the previous study (and mean RTs were in the 650–750 ms range) but were allowed more time in the current study (up to 5 s). This suggests that under time pressure branding effects are more likely to manifest in drift rates, while with increased deliberation time other effects may emerge, such as changes in boundary separation. These additional changes in boundary separation may then lead to the other attentional effects we observed in the present study. For example, the attentional discount on the unattended option was marginally stronger when brand labels were absent than when they were present. These results are discussed in more detail below.
Our results indicate that the weight that consumers put on brand labels in their choices is more than one would expect based on how long they look at the labels. Specifically, the gaze model fits indicate that consumers put around 30% weight on brands (compared to 70% on the products), after accounting for attention; while the total dwell times would suggest that consumers put around 6% attention on brands. This indicates that brand information may be processed more efficiently (or automatically) than product attractiveness, possibly due to strong prior associations with the familiar brands, or that brands are easier to think about when looking at the items. Consumers may need time to process the product information but be able to easily retrieve brand information from memory. Therefore, they may not need to allocate much gaze time toward brands to extract the relevant information. We know that higher brand accessibility boosts the impact of those brands on behavior (Hoyer and Brown, 1990). We also know that consumer products with higher accessibility are more likely to be chosen, controlling for their attractiveness (Gwinn and Krajbibh, 2020). Future research could measure brand accessibility and include it in the drift rate formulation. For example, one could use a multi-attribute, time dependent DDM (mtDDM: Maier et al., 2020; Sullivan and Huettel, 2021) to study how brand accessibility influences the latency with which that attribute enters the drift rate. Nonetheless, the current results suggest that companies and institutions may want to place special emphasis on brand design and awareness to promote strong associations with their brands (Philiastides and Ratcliff, 2013). On the other hand, our finding that clothing attractiveness affects attention to the brand, but not vice versa, suggests that companies should not neglect the important role of product attractiveness on brand perception.

Another interesting finding is that the attentional discount on the options seems to decrease when there is more information, i.e., when brands are present. Intuitively, one would think that when there is more information on the screen, attention would be more divided and so the attentional discount would worsen, not improve. One possible explanation for this effect is that it is easier to evaluate two brands at the same time than it is to evaluate two clothing items at the same time. In the maDDM, \( \theta \) corresponds to the discount factor on the other option, within the same attribute. Thus, \( \theta \) in the maDDM reflects the average option-level discount factor across the two attributes. If it is easier to evaluate two brands in parallel, that would mean a higher \( \theta \) for the brand labels, and thus a higher \( \theta \) overall. We found some evidence for this possibility: subjects who spent more time looking at the brands displayed a larger increase in \( \theta \) from brand-absent to brand-present conditions. Another possible explanation for this effect is that subjects also seemed to exert more response caution when brands were present. Perhaps people widen their attentional scope by taking more time to evaluate the options. We found some evidence for this as well, as subjects with larger boundary increases also showed larger \( \theta \) increases from brand-absent to brand-present conditions.

The links that we have identified between boundary separation and attention to the brands suggest the possibility that encouraging consumers to spend more time on their choices could increase (rather than decrease) their reliance on brand labels. This is a counterintuitive prediction if one thinks of relying on brand labels as a heuristic to avoid properly evaluating the clothing items themselves. Alternatively, it is also possible that consumers may initially intend to integrate information across all attributes but when it comes to more difficult decisions, they might place more emphasis on the brands. Those possibilities should be investigated in more detail in future research.

Our results suggest that branding likely influences the decision-making process at multiple levels. The subjective evaluations of decision options have been shown to be represented in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), striatum, and posterior cingulate cortex (Bartra et al., 2013; Clithero and Rangel, 2014). These regions have also been shown to reflect the rate of evidence accumulation in the DDM (Basten et al., 2010; Philiastides et al., 2010; Hare et al., 2011; Gluth et al., 2012; Rodriguez et al., 2015). Thus, it seems likely that brand associations are combined with clothing attractiveness judgments in this reward network, to drive the accumulation of evidence. At the same time, the actual accumulation of evidence has been shown to occur in more dorsal, lateral, and posterior regions of the PFC, as well as in parietal cortex (Philiastides et al., 2010; Rodriguez et al., 2015; Pisauro et al., 2017). The additional branding effects on boundary separation (i.e., response caution) and attentional biases might therefore indicate that brands exert a direct influence on activity in these accumulator regions (Arabadzhiyska et al., 2021).

While the correspondence between gaze and weight on the brands is not one-to-one, eye-tracking data does provide a useful metric for predicting how much a given person will be influenced by brand information in their choices. This is consistent with work that has shown that consumers’ eye movements can reflect their attention, and further leads to perceptions about brand attractiveness (Pieters and Warlop, 1999). For example, Mundel et al. (2018) found that subjects looked longer at branded items compared to unbranded items, though their probability of purchasing a product didn’t vary with the presence/absence of brands. Another line of research relates attention to brand recall (Peters and Bijmolt, 1997; Roosbergen et al., 1997; Wedel and Pieters, 2000). For example, Wedel and Pieters (2000) modeled eye-fixations to advertisements and their effect on subsequent memory for the brands. They suggested that fixations to a brand promote accurate brand memory. This research provides an account of the processing that takes place to store brand information in memory. Future research should consider the strength of brand memory in the decision-making process.

In behavioral economics, overt attention has been recognized as a crucial part of the choice process across various contexts, including individual decision making under uncertainty (Arieli et al., 2011; Glöckner and Herbold, 2011; Sheng et al., 2020), consumer choice (Armel et al., 2008; Reutskaja et al., 2011), intertemporal choice (Amasino et al., 2019), social preferences (Fiedler et al., 2013; Teoh et al., 2020), strategic decisions (Hristova and Grinberg, 2005; Wang et al., 2010; Polonio et al., 2015; Chen and Krajčibh, 2017; Hausfeld et al., 2021), and familiarity in financial decision making (Chew et al., 2008; Hüser and Wirth, 2014). In line with that work, our study demonstrates the important role of visual attention in shaping the choice process. Specifically, we demonstrate how overt attention reveals choice dynamics in multi-attribute consumer choice. However, one limitation of our
study, relative to many of those above, is that the task was hypothetical. Ideally subjects would have been making real choices but that would not have allowed us to independently manipulate clothing attractiveness and brand.

Previous research in the consumer choice literature has examined the individual effects of branding and product characteristics on consumers’ willingness to pay for energy drinks (Lewis et al., 2016). Additionally, other studies have explored the influence of brand placement and positioning on consumer choices using eye-tracking (e.g., Husić-Mehmedović et al., 2017). However, our study makes a unique contribution to the literature by investigating the separate (and interactive) effects of branding and product characteristics on consumer choice.

In conclusion, eye tracking and computational modeling provide useful insights into how consumers integrate item attractiveness and brand information into their choices. Consumers attend to both pieces of information but tend to focus more on item attractiveness than brand quality. Due to limited attention capacity, these attentional patterns correspond (roughly) to the behavioral weights that they put on these factors in their decisions.
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